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From the ashes of Pablo Escobars empire rose an even bigger and more malevolent cartel. A new breed of
sophisticated mobsters became the kings of cocaine. Their leader was Gilberto Rodr guez Orejuela - known as
the Chess Player due to his foresight and calculated cunning.Gilberto and his terrifying brother, Miguel, ran a
multi-billion-dollar drug empire like a corporation. They employed a politically astute brand of thuggery and

spent $10 million to put a president in power. Although the godfathers from Cali preferred bribery over
violence, their many loyal torturers and hit men were never idle.

The infamous Cali Cartel the richest cartel in history started with betrayal and ended with betrayal. The
cofounder of Colombias notorious Cali Cartel which used innovative techniques to smuggle 2.

Cali Cartel

This morning Miguel and Alberto RodriguezOrejuela brothers who ran the infamous Cali drug cartel in
Colombia for. However the cartel del norte Del Valle the muscle of the group was young hungry and far more
ruthless. The Cali group has also cornered an estimated 85 percent of the worlds cocaine market extended its
tentacles into Russia diversified into heroin and exploited a cozy relationship with local police. The Cali
Cartel was founded by the Rodríguez Orejuela brothers Gilberto and Miguel as well as Medellin Cartel

Assasination. The brutality with which the Cartel punishes disloyalty is chilling extending to women children
Pacho Herrera 36 brother gay Cali Cartel godfather had joined. Facebook . 2163 likes 17 talking about this.
Read 18 reviews from the worlds largest community for readers. The Cali cartel we are told were Cocaine
Incorporated like a Fortune 500 company which suits the. After dropping Khali Cartel 1 in March this year
Khaligraph Jones introduces KHALI CARTEL 2 that Features some of the greatest and most lethal Mcs in
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kenya. Decem at 1200 AM. But the fascination with the functionality of cartels remained.
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